
ECON 522 - DISCUSSION NOTES ON TORT LAW-1

I Torts

Tort law deals with situations in which one party harms another, and transaction costs were too high to allow
bargaining before the harm was done; e.g. car accidents.

I.1 Remedies: Strict Liability vs. Negligence

The two main types of remedies we will see for torts are strict liability rules and negligence rules:

• Strict liability- The injurer is always liable for damage done.

• No liability- The injurer is never liable for damage done.

• Simple negligence- The injurer is liable for damages if the proper standard of care is not taken.
Otherwise the injurer is not liable.

Example 1- Snow Shoveling and Biking in the Winter. Suppose I own a house and it is my duty to shovel
the sidewalk when it snows. The cost to me of shoveling is $5, but it reduces the risk of a bike accident
on the sidewalk from 1/10 to 1/100. A biker can choose to wear a helmet or not wear a helmet. Wearing a
helmet costs a biker $3, but reduces the cost of an bike accident from $1000 to $500.

1. What is the efficient level of precaution for me and the biker to take?

2. What levels of precaution will the biker and I choose to take under a rule of no liability? Strict
liability? Simple negligence?

I.2 Activity Levels

In the previous example, we not only have to worry about whether or not the biker wears a helmet, but also
whether or not he chooses to bike at all. You can think of activity levels as a form of precaution. Under a no
liability rule, the biker internalizes the full cost of biking, thus he bikes the efficient amount. However, under
a strict liability rule, the biker does not internalize the full cost of biking (he imposes a negative externality
on me), and thus he bikes too much. This is exactly the same reason for why he chooses to wear a helmet
under a no liability rule, but to wear a helmet under strict liability

I.3 Strict Liability for Businesses

Usually strict liability leads to efficient precaution by injurers, but too little precaution by victims. However,
if victims are customers of a business and the business is the injurer, then the market can actually force
efficient precaution (in the form of activity levels) via prices.

Example 2- My New Bandsaw. Suppose I’m deciding whether or not to buy a new bandsaw for $500. I
think I’d like to build things, and I decide I value the saw at $700. However bandsaws are dangerous, and
there’s a chance that over the lifetime of the saw I’ll cut off one of my fingers. Suppose there’s a 1/100
chance that this will happen, and if it does then it costs me $60,000.

1. If I know that there’s a 1/100 chance I’ll cut one of my fingers off, what is the true cost of the bandsaw
if I choose to purchase it? Is it efficient for me to buy it? Will I buy it if the remedy is simple
negligence (assuming the firm is not negligent)?
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2. Suppose I do not perceive this risk. Will I buy the saw for $500? What would happen in a com-
petitive market if the law were changed to strict liability and all other consumers have the same
cost/probability of a lost digit?

Example 1 Solutions.

1. What is the efficient level of precaution for me and the biker to take? The following table shows
the expected social payoff given each combination of precaution. The efficient level of precaution
is whatever maximizes social welfare, which in this example is that I shovel and the biker wears a
helmet.

Shovel Don’t Shovel
Helmet -5-3-(1/100)(500)=-$13 -3-(1/10)(500)=-$53

No Helmet -5-(1/100)(1000)=-$15 -(1/10)(1000)=-$100

2. What levels of precaution will the biker and I choose to take under a rule of no liability? Strict
liability? Simple negligence?

• No liability will result in (Helmet, Don’t Shovel). The underlined payoffs represent best re-
sponses, the Nash equilibrium is when both actions are best reponses:

Shovel Don’t Shovel
Helmet -8, -5 -53, 0

No Helmet -10, -5 -100, 0

• Strict liability will result in (No Helmet, Shovel):
Shovel Don’t Shovel

Helmet -3, -10 -3, -50
No Helmet 0, -15 0, -100

• Simple negligence will result in (Helmet, Shovel):
Shovel Don’t Shovel

Helmet -8, -5 -3, -50
No Helmet -10, -5 0, -100

Under no liability, it is a dominant strategy for me not to shovel, since it provides me with no benefit, and
for the biker to wear a helmet. Under strict liability, it is a dominant strategy for the biker to not wear a
helmet and for me to shovel. Simple negligence mixes the incentives of these two rules so that it becomes
a dominant strategy for me to shovel, and given that it is a best response for the biker to wear a helmet. In
general this is how any negligence rules works: negligence rules mix incentives from the strict liability and
no liability rules in order to create efficient incentives.

Solutions to Example 2- My New Bandsaw.

1. The actual social cost of the bandsaw is the price I pay plus the expected cost of my lost finger. This
is:

$500 +
1

100
($60, 000) = $1, 100

Since the cost of $1,100 is greater than the benefit of $700 t is not efficient for me to buy this saw. If
the remedy is simple negligence, then I can infer that if I cut my finger off then I must pay that $600
expected cost in addition to the $500 I spend on the saw, and thus I won’t buy it (which is efficient).
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2. If I do not perceive the risk, then I think the true cost of the saw is $500, and I purchase it because
I believe that my private cost is less than my private benefit ($500 < $700). This is inefficient.
However, if the market is perfectly competitive and the rule is strict liability, then firms will be forced
to raise the market price until it is $600 greater than marginal cost of building the machine: After the
rule change, firms know that if there’s an accident then they have to pay damages, and the expected
cost of these damages per machine sold is $600. Thus, the marginal cost of selling the machine is
$600 greater than the marginal cost of building it, and firms in perfectly competitive markets price
at marginal cost. Hence, the people who buy the saw are those who derive benefit greater than the
marginal cost of building an additional saw plus the expected harm from owning a saw, which are
exactly the people we want to own saws for efficiency.
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